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Abstract. The chapter summarizes activities of COST IC1304
ACROSS European Project corresponding to traﬃc management for
Cloud Federation (CF). In particular, we provide a survey of CF architectures and standardization activities. We present comprehensive multilevel model for traﬃc management in CF that consists of ﬁve levels: Level
5 - Strategies for building CF, Level 4 - Network for CF, Level 3 - Service
speciﬁcation and provision, Level 2 - Service composition and orchestration, and Level 1 - Task service in cloud resources. For each level we
propose speciﬁc methods and algorithms. The eﬀectiveness of these solutions were veriﬁed by simulation and analytical methods. Finally, we also
describe specialized simulator for testing CF solution in IoT environment.
Keywords: Cloud federation · Traﬃc management
Multi-layer model · Service provision · Service composition

1

Introduction

Cloud Federation (CF) extends the concept of cloud computing systems by merging a number of clouds into one system. Thanks to this, CF has a potentiality
to oﬀer better service to the clients than it can be done by a separated cloud.
This can happen since CF has more resources and may oﬀer wider scope of services. On the other hand, the management of CF is more complex comparing to
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this which is required for a standalone cloud. So, the eﬀective management of
resources and services in CF is the key point for getting additional proﬁt from
such system. CF is the system composing of a number of clouds connected by a
network, as it is illustrated on Fig. 1. The main concept of CF is to operate as
one computing system with resources distributed among particular clouds.

Fig. 1. Exemplary CF consisting of 5 clouds connected by network.

In this chapter we present a multi-level model for traﬃc management in CF.
Each level deals with speciﬁc class of algorithms, which should together provide
satisfactory service of the clients, while maintaining optimal resource utilization.
The structure of the chapter is the following. In Sect. 2 we present discussed CF architectures and the current state of standardization. The proposed
multi-level model for traﬃc management in CF is presented in Sect. 3. Section 4
describes a simulation tool for analyzing performance of CF in Internet of Things
(IoT) environment. Finally, Sect. 5 summarizes the chapter.

2
2.1

Cloud Federation Architectures
Cloud Architectural Views

In general CF is envisaged as a distributed, heterogeneous environment consisting of various cloud infrastructures by aggregating diﬀerent Infrastructure
as a Service (IaaS) provider capabilities coming from possibly both the commercial and academic area. Nowadays, cloud providers operate geographically
diverse data centers as user demands like disaster recovery and multi-site backups became widespread. These techniques are also used to avoid provider lock-in
issues for users that frequently utilize multiple clouds. Various research communities and standardization bodies deﬁned architectural categories of infrastructure
clouds. A current EU project on “Scalable and secure infrastructures for cloud
operations” (SSICLOPS, www.ssiclops.eu) focuses on techniques for the management of federated private cloud infrastructures, in particular cloud networking
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techniques within software-deﬁned data centers and across wide-area networks.
The scope of the SSICLOPS project includes high cloud computing workloads
e.g. within the CERN computing cloud (home.cern/about/computing) as well
as cloud applications for securing web access under challenging demands for low
delay. An expert group set up by the European Commission published their view
on Cloud Computing in [1]. These reports categorize cloud architectures into ﬁve
groups.
– Private Clouds consist of resources managed by an infrastructure provider
that are typically owned or leased by an enterprise from a service provider.
Usually, services with cloud-enhanced features are oﬀered, therefore this group
includes Software as a Service (SaaS) solutions like eBay.
– Public Clouds oﬀer their services to users outside of the company and may
use cloud functionality from other providers. In this solution, enterprises can
outsource their services to such cloud providers mainly for cost reduction.
Examples of these providers are Amazon or Google Apps.
– Hybrid Clouds consist of both private and public cloud infrastructures to
achieve a higher level of cost reduction through outsourcing by maintaining
the desired degree of control (e.g., sensitive data may be handled in private
clouds). The report states that hybrid clouds are rarely used at the moment.
– In Community Clouds, diﬀerent entities contribute with their (usually small)
infrastructure to build up an aggregated private or public cloud. Smaller enterprises may beneﬁt from such infrastructures, and a solution is provided by
Zimory.
– Finally, Special Purpose Clouds provide more specialized functionalities with
additional, domain speciﬁc methods, such as the distributed document management by Google’s App Engine. This group is an extension or a specialization of the previous cloud categories.
The third category called hybrid clouds are also referred as cloud federations
in the literature. Many research groups tried to grasp the essence of federation formation. In general, cloud federation refers to a mesh of cloud providers
that are interconnected based on open standards to provide a universal decentralized computing environment where everything is driven by constraints and
agreements in a ubiquitous, multi-provider infrastructure. Until now, the cloud
ecosystem has been characterized by the steady rising of hundreds of independent and heterogeneous cloud providers, managed by private subjects, which
oﬀer various services to their clients.
Buyya et al. [2] envisioned Cloud Computing as the ﬁfth utility by satisfying the computing needs of everyday life. They emphasized and introduced a
market-oriented cloud architecture, then discussed how global cloud exchanges
could take place in the future. They further extended this vision suggesting a
federation oriented, just in time, opportunistic and scalable application services
provisioning environment called InterCloud. They envision utility oriented federated IaaS systems that are able to predict application service behavior for
intelligent down and up-scaling infrastructures. They list the research issues of
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ﬂexible service to resource mapping, user and resource centric Quality of Service
(QoS) optimization, integration with in-house systems of enterprises, scalable
monitoring of system components. They present a market-oriented approach to
oﬀer InterClouds including cloud exchanges and brokers that bring together producers and consumers. Producers are oﬀering domain speciﬁc enterprise Clouds
that are connected and managed within the federation with their Cloud Coordinator component.
Celesti et al. [3] proposed an approach for the federation establishment considering generic cloud architectures according to a three-phase model, representing an architectural solution for federation by means of a Cross-Cloud Federation
Manager, a software component in charge of executing the three main functionalities required for a federation. In particular, the component explicitly manages:
1. the discovery phase in which information about other clouds are received
and sent,
2. the match-making phase performing the best choice of the provider according
to some utility measure and
3. the authentication phase creating a secure channel between the federated
clouds. These concepts can be extended taking into account green policies
applied in federated scenarios.
Bernstein et al. [4] deﬁne two use case scenarios that exemplify the problems
of multi-cloud systems like
1. Virtual Machines (VM) mobility where they identify the networking, the speciﬁc cloud VM management interfaces and the lack of mobility interfaces as
the three major obstacles and
2. storage interoperability and federation scenario in which storage provider
replication policies are subject to change when a cloud provider initiates subcontracting. They oﬀer interoperability solutions only for low-level functionality of the clouds that are not focused on recent user demands but on solutions
for IaaS system operators.
In the Federated Cloud Management solution [5], interoperability is achieved
by high-level brokering instead of bilateral resource renting. Albeit this does
not mean that diﬀerent IaaS providers may not share or rent resources, but if
they do so, it is transparent to their higher level management. Such a federation
can be enabled without applying additional software stack for providing lowlevel management interfaces. The logic of federated management is moved to
higher levels, and there is no need for adapting interoperability standards by the
participating infrastructure providers, which is usually a restriction that some
industrial providers are reluctant to undertake.
2.2

Standardization for Cloud Federation

Standardization related to clouds, cloud interoperability and federation has
been conducted by the ITU (International Telecommunication Union) [6],
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IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force) [7], NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) [8] and IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers) [9]. In 2014, the ITU released standard documents on the vocabulary, a reference architecture and a framework of inter-cloud computing. The
latter provides an overview, functional requirements and refers to a number of
use cases. The overview distinguishes between:
– Inter-cloud Peering: between a primary and secondary CSP (i.e. Cloud Service
Provider), where cloud services are provided by the primary CSP who establishes APIs (application programming interfaces) in order to utilize services
and resources of the secondary CSP,
– Inter-cloud Intermediary: as an extension of inter-cloud peering including a set
of secondary CSPs, each with a bilateral interface for support of the primary
CSP which oﬀers all services provided by the interconnected clouds, and
– Inter-cloud Federation: which is based on a set of peer CSPs interconnected
by APIs as a distributed system without a primary CSP with services being
provided by several CSPs. For each service, the inter-cloud federation may act
as an inter-cloud intermediary with a primary CSP responsible for the service.
The user population may also be subdivided and attributed to several CSPs.
The main functional requirements to set up and operate a cloud federation
system are:
–
–
–
–
–

Networking and communication between the CSPs,
Service level agreement (SLA) and policy negotiations,
Resource provisioning and discovery mechanisms,
Resource selection, monitoring and performance estimation mechanisms,
Cloud service switch over between CSPs.

Finally, the ITU [6] takes a number of use cases into account to be addressed
by could interconnection and federation approaches:
–
–
–
–

Performance guarantee against an abrupt increase in load (oﬄoading),
Performance guarantee regarding delay (optimization for user location),
Guaranteed availability in the event of a disaster or large-scale failure,
Service continuity (in the case of service termination of the original CSP),
service operation enhancement and broadening service variety,
– Expansion and distribution of cloud storage, media and virtual data center,
– Market transactions in inter-cloud intermediary pattern and cloud service
rebranding.
The standardization on cloud federation has many aspects in common with
the interconnection of content delivery networks (CDN). A CDN is an infrastructure of servers operating on application layers, arranged for the eﬃcient
distribution and delivery of digital content mostly for downloads, software
updates and video streaming. The CDN interconnection (CDNI) working group
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of the IETF provided informational RFC standard documents on the problem statement, framework, requirements and use cases for CDN interconnection in a ﬁrst phase until 2014. Meanwhile speciﬁcations on interfaces between
upstream/downstream CDNs including redirection of users between CDNs have
been issued in the proposed standards track [7]. CDNs can be considered as a
special case of clouds with the main propose of distributing or streaming large
data volumes within a broader service portfolio of cloud computing applications.
The underlying distributed CDN architecture is also useful for large clouds and
cloud federations for improving the system scalability and performance. This is
reﬂected in a collection of CDNI use cases which are outlined in RFC 6770 [7]
in the areas of:
–
–
–
–

footprint extension,
oﬄoading,
resilience enhancement,
capability enhancements with regard to technology, QoS/QoE support, the
service portfolio and interoperability.

The CDNI concept is foreseen as a basis for CDN federations, where a federation of peer CDN systems is directly supported by CDNI. A CDN exchange
or broker approach is not included but can be build on top of core CDNI mechanisms.
In 2013, NIST [8] published a cloud computing standards roadmap including basic deﬁnitions, use cases and an overview on standards with focus on
cloud/grid computing. Gaps are identiﬁed with conclusions on priorities for ongoing standardization work. However, a recently started standards activity by the
IEEE [9] towards intercloud interoperability and federation is still motivated by
today’s landscape of independent and incompatible cloud oﬀerings in proprietary
as well as open access architectures.

3

Multi-level Model for Traﬃc Management in Cloud
Federation

Developing of eﬃcient traﬃc engineering methods for Cloud Federation is essential in order to oﬀer services to the clients on appropriate quality level while
maintaining high utilization of resources. These methods deal with such issues
as distribution of resources in CF, designing of network connecting particular
clouds, service provision, handling service requests coming from clients and managing virtual resource environment. The proposed traﬃc management model for
CF consists of 5 levels, as it is depicted on Fig. 2. Below we shortly discuss
objectives of each level of the model.
Level 5: This is the highest level of the model which deals with the rules
for merging particular clouds into the form of CF. The addressed issue is e.g.
amount of resources which would be delegated by particular clouds to CF. We
assume that the main reason for constituting federation is getting more proﬁt
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Fig. 2. Traﬃc management model for Cloud Federation

comparing to the situation when particular clouds work alone. So, this level deals
with the conditions when CF can be attractive solution for cloud owners even
if particular clouds diﬀer in their capabilities, e.g. in amount of resources, client
population and service request rate submitted by them.
Level 4: This level deals with design of the CF network for connecting particular clouds. Such network should be of adequate quality and, if it is possible,
its transfer capabilities should be controlled by the CF network manager. The
addressed issues are: required link capacities between particular clouds and eﬀective utilization of network resources (transmission links). We assume that network capabilities should provide adequate quality of the oﬀered by CF services
even when resources allocated for a given service (e.g. virtual machines) come
from diﬀerent clouds. Eﬀective designing of the network in question is especially
important when CF uses network provided by a network operator based on SLA
(Service Level Agreement) and as a consequence it has limited possibilities to
control network. Currently such solution is a common practice.
Level 3: This level is responsible for handling requests corresponding to service installation in CF. The installation of new service requires: (1) speciﬁcation
of the service and (2) provision of the service. Speciﬁcation of the service is provided in the form of deﬁnition of appropriate task sequence that is executed in
CF when a client asks for execution of this service. Furthermore, provision of
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the service corresponds to allocation of resources when particular tasks can be
executed.
Level 2: This level deals with service composition and orchestration processes. So, the earlier speciﬁed sequence of tasks should be executed in response
to handle service requests. Service composition time should meet user quality
expectations corresponding to the requested service.
Level 1: The last and the lowest level deals with task execution in cloud
resources in the case when more than one task is delegated at the same time to
be served by a given resource. So, appropriate scheduling mechanisms should be
applied in order to provide e.g. fairness for tasks execution. In addition, important issue is to understand dependencies between diﬀerent types of resources in
virtualized cloud environment.
3.1

Level 5: Strategy for Cloud Resource Distribution in Federation

3.1.1 Motivation and State of the Art
Cloud Federation is the system that is built on the top of a number of clouds.
Such system should provide some additional proﬁts for each cloud owner in
comparison to stand-alone cloud. In this section we focus on strategies, in which
way clouds can make federation to get maximum proﬁt assuming that it is equally
shared among cloud owners.
Unfortunately, there are not too many positions dealing with discussed problem. For instance in [10] the authors consider eﬀectiveness of diﬀerent federation
schemes using the M/M/1 queueing system to model cloud. They assume that
proﬁt get from a task execution depends on the waiting time (showing received
QoS) of this task. Furthermore, they consider scenarios when the proﬁt is maximized from the perspective of the whole CF, and scenarios when each cloud
maximizes its proﬁt. Another approach is presented in [11], where the author
applied game theory to analyze the selﬁsh behavior of cloud owner selling unused
resources depending on uncertain load conditions.
3.1.2 Proposed Model
In the presented approach we assume that capacities of each cloud are characterized in terms of number of resources and service request rate. Furthermore,
for the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that both types of resources and executed services are the same in each cloud. In addition, execution of each service
is performed by single resource only. Finally, we will model each cloud by wellknown loss queueing system M /M /c/c (e.g. [12]), where c denotes number of
identical cloud resources, arrival service request rate follows Poisson distribution with parameter λ, service time distribution is done by negative exponential
distribution with the rate 1/h (h is the mean service time). The performances
of cloud system are measured by: (1) Ploss , which denotes the loss rate due
to lack of available resources at the moment of service request arrival, and (2)
Acarried = λh(1 − Ploss ), which denotes traﬃc carried by the cloud, that corresponds directly to the resource utilization ratio.
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Now, let us search for the appropriate scheme for building CF system. For
this purpose, let us consider a number, say N , of clouds that intend to build
CF where the i-th cloud (i = 1, ..., N ) is characterized by two parameters (λi
and ci ). In addition, the mean service times of service execution are the same
in each cloud h1 = h2 = ... = hN = h. Subsequently we assume that h = 1,
and as a consequence oﬀered load A = λh will be denoted as A = λ. Next,
the assumed objective function for comparing the discussed schemes for CF is
to maximize proﬁt coming from resource utilization delegated from each cloud
to CF. Furthermore, the proﬁt is equally shared among clouds participating in
CF. Such approach looks to be reasonable (at least as the ﬁrst approach) since
otherwise in CF we should take into account requests coming from a given cloud
and which resource (from each cloud) was chosen to serve the request.
We consider three schemes:
– Scheme no. 1 (see Fig. 3): this is the reference scheme when the clouds work
alone, denoted by SC.
– Scheme no. 2 (see Fig. 4): this scheme is named as full federation and assumes
that all clouds dedicate all theirs resources and clients to the CF system. This
scheme we denote as FC.
– Scheme no. 3 (see Fig. 5): for this scheme we assume that each cloud can
delegate to CF only a part of its resources as well as a part of service requests
coming from its clients. This scheme we name as PCF (Partial CF).
First, let us compare the performances of schemes SC and FC in terms of
resource utilization ratio and service request loss rate. The ﬁrst observation
is that FC scheme will have lower loss probabilities as well as better resource
utilization ratio due to larger number of resources. But the open question is in
which way to share proﬁt gained from FC scheme when the clouds are of diﬀerent
capabilities? Table 1 shows exemplary results for the case, when the proﬁt, which
is consequence of better resources utilization, is shared equally among clouds.
The results from Table 1 show that, as it was expected, FC scheme assures less
service request loss rate and better resource utilization ratio for most of clouds
(except cloud no. 1 that is under loaded). Note, that if we share the proﬁt equally,
the clouds with smaller service requests rate can receive more proﬁt from FC

Fig. 3. Scenario with clouds working in separate way
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Fig. 4. Scenario with clouds creating Cloud Federation based on full federation scheme

scheme comparing to the SC scheme while the clouds with higher service request
rate get less proﬁt comparing to the SC scheme. So, one can conclude that FC
scheme is optimal solution when the capabilities of the clouds are similar but if
they diﬀer essentially then this scheme simply fails.
Scheme no. 3 mitigates the drawbacks of the schemes no. 1 and no. 2. As it
was above stated, in this scheme we assume that each cloud can delegate to CF
only a part of its resources as well as a part of service request rate submitted by
its clients. The main assumptions for PFC scheme are the following:
Table 1. Exemplary results comparing SC and FC schemes in terms of loss rate and
resource utilization parameters. Number of clouds N = 5, values of λ: λ1 = 0.2, λ2 =
0.4, λ3 = 0.6, λ4 = 0.8, the same mean service times h1 = h2 = h3 = h4 = h5 = 1,
Number of resources in each cloud: c1 = c2 = c3 = c4 = c5 = 10.
Cloud characteristics

SC scheme

FC scheme

No. Service
Number of
requests rate resources

Resource Loss
utilization rate [%]

Resource Loss
utilization rate[%]

1

2

10

0.2

<0.01

0.6

0.02

2

4

10

0.398

0.54

0.6

0.02

3

6

10

0.575

4.3

0.6

0.02

4

8

10

0.703

12

0.6

0.02

5

10

10

0.786

21

0.6

0.02

1. we split the resources belonging to the i-th cloud (i = 1, ..., N ), say ci , into 2
main subsets:
– set of private resources that are delegated to handle only service requests
coming from the i-th cloud clients
– set of resources dedicated to Cloud Federation for handling service requests
coming from all clouds creating Cloud Federation, denoted as ci3
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2. we again split the private resources into two categories:
– belonging to the 1st category, denoted as ci1 , which are dedicated as the
ﬁrst choice to handle service requests coming from the i-th cloud clients
– belonging to the 2nd category, denoted as ci2 , which are dedicated to
handle service requests coming from the i-th cloud clients that were not
served by resources from 1st category as well as from common pool since
all these resources were occupied.
The following relationship holds:
ci = ci1 + ci2 + ci3 , for i = 1, ..., N .

(1)

The handling of service requests in PFC scheme is shown on Fig. 5. The
service requests from clients belonging e.g. to cloud no. i (i = 1, ..., N ) are
submitted as the ﬁrst choice to be handled by private resources belonging to the
1st category. In the case, when these resources are currently occupied, then as
the second choice are the resources belonging to common pool. The number of
common pool resources equals (c13 + c23 + ... + cN 3 ). If again these resources
are currently occupied then as the ﬁnal choice are the resources belonging to the
2nd category of private resources of the considered cloud. The service requests
are ﬁnally lost if also no available resources in this pool.
Next, we show in which way we count the resources belonging to particular
clouds in order to get maximum proﬁt (equally shared between the cloud owners).
We stress that the following conditions should be satisﬁed for designing size of
the common pool:
Condition 1: service request rate (oﬀered load) submitted by particular clouds
to the common pool should be the same. It means that
Ploss1 (λ1 , c11 )λ1 = Ploss2 (λ2 , c21 )λ2 = ... = PlossN (λN , cN 1 )λN

(2)

where the value of Ploss (λi , ci1 ) we calculate from the analysis of the system
M /M /n/n by using Erlang formula:
c

λi i1
ci1 !

Plossi (λi , ci1 ) = 
ci1

λji
j=0 j!

Note that we only require that mean traﬃc load submitted from each cloud to
common pool should be the same. Let us note, that the service request arrival
processes from each cloud submitted to this pool are generally diﬀerent. It is
due to the fact that these requests were not served by 1st category of private
resources and as a consequence they are not still Poissonian.
Condition 2: the number of resources dedicated from each cloud to the common pool should be the same
c13 = c23 = ... = cN 3 .
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Fig. 5. Handling of service requests in PFC scheme.

Finally, the algorithm for calculating resource distribution for each cloud is
the following:
Step 1: to order λi (i = 1, ..., N ) values from minimum value to maximum.
Let the k-th cloud has minimum value of λ.
Step 2: to calculate (using Formula 2) for each cloud the values of the number of resources delegated to category 1 of private resources, ci1 (i = 1, ..., N )
assuming that ck1 = 0.
Step 3: to choose the minimum value from set of (ci − ci1 ) (i = 1, ..., N ) and
to state that each cloud should delegate this number of resources to the common
pool. Let us note that if for the i-th cloud the value of (ci − ci1 ) ≤ 0 then no
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common pool can be set and, as a consequence, not conditions are satisﬁed for
Cloud Federation.
Step 4: to calculate from the Formula 1 the number of 2nd category of private
resources ci2 (i = 1, ..., N ) for each cloud.
3.1.3 Exemplary Results
Now we present some exemplary numerical results showing performances of the
described schemes. The ﬁrst observation is that when the size of common pool
grows the proﬁt we can get from Cloud Federation also grows.
Example: In this example we have 10 clouds that diﬀer in service request
rates while the number of resources in each cloud is the same and is equal to
10. Table 2 presents the numerical results corresponding to traﬃc conditions,
number of resources and performances of the systems build under SC and PFC
schemes. The required amount of resources belonging to particular categories
were calculated from the above described algorithm.
Table 2 says that thanks to the PFC scheme we extend the volume of
served traﬃc from 76,95 up to 84,50 (about 10%). The next step to increase
Cloud Federation performances is to apply FC scheme instead of PFC scheme.
Table 2. Numerical results showing comparison between SC and PFC schemes.
Clouds

SC scheme

PFC scheme

No.

Service
requests
rate

Number Load
Loss L1 L2 L3 L4 L5
of
served by rate
resources cloud
[%]

L6

L7

L8

1

7.5

10

6.75

10

7.50 0

5

5

0.00 2.34 4.82 7.16 3.5 0.41

2

8.4

10

7.22

14

7.50 1

4

5

0.89 2.10 4.82 7.82 6.3 0.60

3

8.4

10

7.22

14

7.50 1

4

5

0.89 2.10 4.82 7.82 6.3 0.60

4

9.3

10

7.61

18

7.50 2

3

5

1.79 1.75 4.82 8.35 10 0.74

5

9.3

10

7.61

18

7.50 2

3

5

1.79 1.75 4.82 8.35 10 0.74

6

10.2

10

7.91

22

7.50 3

2

5

2.69 1.26 4.82 8.77 14 0.86

7

10.2

10

7.91

22

7.50 3

2

5

2.69 1.26 4.82 8.77 14 0.86

8

11.1

10

8.17

26

7.50 4

1

5

3.58 0.68 4.82 9.08 19 0.91

9

11.1

10

8.17

26

7.50 4

1

5

3.58 0.68 4.82 9.08 19 0.91

10

12

10

8.38

30

7.50 5

0

5

4.49 0.00 4.82 9.31 23 0.92

Total 97.5
100
76.95
75 25 25 50 22.39 13.91 48.2 84.50
L1: oﬀered load to common pool
L2: number of the 1st category of private resources
L3: number of the 2nd category of private resources
L4: number of resources delegated to common pool
L5: load served by the 1st category of private resources
L6: load served by the 2nd category of private resources
L7: load served by common pool of resources
L8: total load served by clouds
L9: loss rate [%]
L10: load served gain comparing to SC scheme

L9 L10

7.55
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Unfortunately, it is not possible to be done in a straightforward way. It needs a
moving of resources or service request rates between particular clouds. Table 3
presents moving of service request rates in the considered example to make transformation from PFC scheme into the form of FC scheme. For instance, cloud no.
1 should buy value of service request rate of 2.25 while cloud no. 10 should sell
value of service request rate also of 2.25. Finally, after buying/selling process,
one can observe that the proﬁt gained from FC scheme is greater than the proﬁt
we have got from PFC scheme and now is equal to 91.50 (19% comparing to SC
scheme and 8% comparing to PFC scheme).
Concluding, the presented approach for modeling diﬀerent cloud federation
schemes as FC and PFC could be only applied for setting preliminary rules
for establishing CF. Anyway, it appears that in some cases by using simple FC
scheme we may expect the problem with sharing the proﬁt among CF owners.
More precisely, some cloud owners may lost or extend their proﬁts comparing
to the case when their clouds work alone. Of course, more detailed model of CF
is strongly required that also takes into account such characteristics as types of
oﬀered services, prices of resources, charging, control of service requests etc.
Table 3. Example showing system transformation into FC scheme.
Clouds
No.

Service
requests
rate

1

7.5

2
3

FC scheme
Number of
resources

Service
requests
rate to sell

Service
L1
requests
rate to buy

10

0

2.25

9.75 9.15 6.2 9.09 9.01

8.4

10

0

1.35

9.75 9.15 6.2 9.09 9.01

8.4

10

0

1.35

9.75 9.15 6.2 9.05 8.97

4

9.3

10

0

0.45

9.75 9.15 6.2 9.05 8.97

5

9.3

10

0

0.45

9.75 9.15 6.2 9.01 8.93

6

10.2

10

0.45

0

9.75 9.15 6.2 9.01 8.93

7

10.2

10

0.45

0

9.75 9.15 6.2 8.96 8.89

8

11.1

10

1.35

0

9.75 9.15 6.2 8.96 8.89

9

11.1

10

1.35

0

9.75 9.15 6.2 8.92 8.85

10

12

10

2.25

0

9.75 9.15 6.2 9.15 9.15

Total 97.5
100
5.85
5.85
L1: oﬀered load to common pool
L2: load served by common pool of resources
L3: loss rate [%]
L4: load served gain comparing to PFC scheme
L5: load served gain comparing to SC scheme

L2

97.5 91.5

L3 L4

L5

91.5 91.5
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Level 4: Network for Cloud Federation

3.2.1 Motivation and State of the Art
The services oﬀered by CF use resources provided by multiple clouds with different location of data centers. Therefore, CF requires an eﬃcient, reliable and
secure inter-cloud communication infrastructure. This infrastructure is especially important for mission critical and interactive services that have strict
QoS requirements. Currently, CF commonly exploits the Internet for inter-cloud
communication, e.g. CONTRAIL [13]. Although this approach may be suﬃcient for non-real time services, i.e., distributed ﬁle storage or data backups,
it inhibits deploying more demanding services like augmented or virtual reality, video conferencing, on-line gaming, real-time data processing in distributed
databases or live video streaming. The commonly used approach for ensuring
required QoS level is to exploit SLAs between clouds participating in CF. These
SLAs are established on demand during the service provisioning process (see
Level 3 of the model in Fig. 2) and use network resources coming from network
providers. However, independently established SLAs lead to ineﬃcient utilization
of network resources, suﬀer scalability concerns and increase operating expenditures (OPEX) costs paid by CF. These negative eﬀects become critical for
large CFs with many participants as well as for large cloud providers oﬀering plethora of services. For example, the recent experiences of Google cloud
point out that using independent SLAs between data centers is ineﬀective [14].
Therefore, Google creates their own communication infrastructure that can be
optimized and dynamically reconﬁgured following demands of currently oﬀered
services, planned maintenance operations as well as restoration actions taken to
overcome failures.
3.2.2 Proposed Solution
The proposed approach for CF is to create, manage and maintain a Virtual Network Infrastructure (VNI), which provides communication services tailored for
inter-cloud communication. The VNI is shared among all clouds participating in
CF and is managed by CF orchestration and management system. Actually, VNI
constitutes a new “service component” that is orchestrated during service provisioning process and is used in service composition process. The key advantages
of VNI are the following:
1. The common orchestration of cloud and VNI resources enables optimization
of service provisioning by considering network capabilities. In particular, CF
can beneﬁt from advanced traﬃc engineering algorithms taking into account
knowledge about service demands and VNI capabilities, including QoS guarantees and available network resources. The objective function of designed
algorithms may cover eﬃcient load balancing or maximization and fair share
of the CF revenue.
2. New communication facilities tailored for cloud services:
– The cloud services signiﬁcantly diﬀer in QoS requirements, e.g. interactive services are delay sensitive, while video on demand or big data storage
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demands more bandwidth. Therefore, VNI should diﬀerentiate packet service and provide QoS guaranties following user’s requirements. The key
challenge is to design a set of Classes of Services (CoS) adequate for handling traﬃc carried by federation. These CoSs are considered in the service
orchestration process.
– The VNI should oﬀer multi-path communication facilities that support
multicast connections, multi-side backups and makes eﬀective communication for multi-tenancy scenarios. The key challenge is developing a scalable routing and forwarding mechanisms able to support large number of
multi-side communications.
The VNI is created following the Network as a Service (NaaS) paradigm
based on resources provided by clouds participating in CF. Each cloud should
provide: (1) virtual network node, which is used to send, receive or transit packets
directed to or coming from other clouds, and (2) a number of virtual links established between peering clouds. These links are created based on SLAs agreed
with network provider(s). The VNI exploits advantages of the Software Deﬁned
Networking (SDN) concept supported by network virtualization techniques. It
makes feasible separation of network control functions from underlying physical
network infrastructure. In our approach, CF deﬁnes its own traﬃc control and
management functions that operate on an abstract model of VNI. The management focuses on adaptation of VNI topology, provisioning of resources allocated
to virtual nodes and links, traﬃc engineering, and costs optimization. On the
other hand, this VNI model is used during the service composition phase for
dynamic resource allocation, load balancing, cost optimization, and other short
time scale operations. Finally, decisions taken by VNI control functions on the
abstract VNI model are translated into conﬁguration commands speciﬁc for particular virtual node.

Fig. 6. Two reference network scenarios considered for CF.
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Figure 6 shows the reference network scenarios considered for CF. Figure 6a
presents the scenario where CF exploits only direct communication between
peering clouds. In this scenario, the role of CF orchestration and management is
limited to dynamic updates of SLAs between peering clouds. Figure 6b presents
scenario where CF creates a VNI using virtual nodes provided by clouds and
virtual links provided by network operators. The CF orchestration and management process uses a VNI controller to setup/release ﬂows, perform traﬃc
engineering as well as maintain VNI (update of VNI topology, provisioning of
virtual links).
The Control Algorithm for VNI. The VNI is controlled and managed by a
specialized CF network application running on the VNI controller. This application is responsible for handling ﬂow setup and release requests received from the
CF orchestration and management process as well as for performing commonly
recognized network management functions related to conﬁguration, provisioning
and maintenance of VNI. The ﬂow setup requires a specialized control algorithm,
which decides about acceptance or rejection of incoming ﬂow request. Admission decision is taken based on traﬃc descriptor, requested class of service, and
information about available resources on routing paths between source and destination. In order to eﬃciently exploit network resources, CF uses multi-path
routing that allows allocating bandwidth between any pair of network nodes
up to the available capacity of the minimum cut of the VNI network graph.
Thanks to a logically centralized VNI architecture, CF may exploit diﬀerent
multi-path routing algorithms, e.g. [15,16]. We propose a new k-shortest path
algorithm which considers multi-criteria constraints during calculation of alternative k-shortest paths to meet QoS objectives of classes of services oﬀered in CF.
We model VNI as a directed graph G(N, E), where N represents the set of virtual
nodes provided by particular cloud, while E is the set of virtual links between
peering clouds. Each link u → v, u, v ∈ N, u → v ∈ E, is characterized by a
m−dimensional vector of non-negative link weights w(u → v) = [w1 , w2 , . . . , wm ]
which relates to QoS requirements of services oﬀered by CF. Any path p
established between two nodes is characterized by a vector of path weights
w(p) = [w1 (p), w2 (p), . . . , wm (p)], where wi (p) is calculated as a concatenation
of link weights wi of each link belonging to the path p. The proposed multicriteria, k-shortest path routing algorithm ﬁnds a set of Pareto optimum paths,
f ∈ F , between each pair of source to destination nodes. A given path is Pareto
optimum if its path weights satisfy constraints: wi (f ) < li , i = 1, . . . , m, where L
is the vector of assumed constraints L = [l1 , l2 , . . . , lm ] and it is non-dominated
within the scope of the considered objective functions. Note that proposed multicriteria, k-shortest path routing algorithm runs oﬀ-line as a sub-process in CF
network application. It is invoked in response to any changes in the VNI topology
corresponding to: instantiation or release of a virtual link or a node, detection
of any link or node failures as well as to update of SLA agreements.
The VNI control algorithm is invoked when a ﬂow request arrives from the
CF orchestration process. The algorithm is responsible for: (1) selection of a
subset of feasible alternative routing paths which satisfy QoS requirements of
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the requested ﬂow. Notice, that bandwidth requested in the traﬃc descriptor
may be satisﬁed by a number of alternative path assuming ﬂow splitting among
them, (2) allocation of the ﬂow to selected feasible alternative routing paths,
and (3) conﬁguration of ﬂow tables in virtual nodes on the selected path(s).
The main objective of the proposed VNI control algorithm is to maximize the
number of requests that are served with the success. This goal is achieved through
smart allocation algorithm which eﬃciently use network resources. Remark, that
ﬂow allocation problem belongs to the NP-complete problems. The allocation
algorithm has to take decision in a relatively short time (of second order) to not
exceed tolerable request processing time. This limitation opt for using heuristic
algorithm that ﬁnd feasible solution in a reasonable time, although selected
solution may not be the optimal one.
The proposed VNI control algorithm performs the following steps:
1. Create a decision space. In this step the algorithm creates a subset of feasible alternative paths that meet QoS requirements from the set of k-shortest
routing paths. The algorithm matches QoS requirements with path weights
w(p). Then, it checks if selected subset of feasible alternative paths can meet
bandwidth requirements, i.e. if the sum of available bandwidth on disjointed
paths is greater than requested bandwidth. Finally, the algorithm returns the
subset of feasible paths if the request is accepted or returns empty set ∅,
which results in ﬂow rejection.
2. Allocate flow in VNI. In this step, the algorithm allocates ﬂow into previously
selected subset of feasible paths. The allocation may address diﬀerent objectives, as e.g. load balancing, keeping the flow on a single path, etc. depending
on the CF strategy and policies. In the proposed algorithm, we allocate the
requested ﬂow on the shortest paths, using as much as possible limited number of alternative paths. So, we ﬁrst try to allocate the ﬂow on the latest
loaded shortest path. If there is not enough bandwidth to satisfy demand,
we divide the ﬂow over other alternative paths following the load balancing
principles. If we still need more bandwidth to satisfy the request, we consider
longer alternative paths in consecutive steps. The process ﬁnishes when the
requested bandwidth is allocated.
3. Configure flow tables. In the ﬁnal step, the VNI control algorithm conﬁgures
allocated paths using the abstract model of VNI maintained in the SDN
controller. The actual conﬁguration is performed by the management system
of particular cloud using e.g. Open Flow protocol, net conf or other.

3.2.3 Performance Evaluation
The experiments focus on performance evaluation of the proposed VNI control
algorithm. They are performed assuming a model of CF comprising n clouds
oﬀering the same set of services. A CF network assumes a full mesh topology
where peering clouds are connected by virtual links. In this model the number
of degree of freedom in selecting alternative paths is relatively large. Our experiments are performed by simulation. We simulate ﬂow request arrival process and
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(b) unbalanced load

Fig. 7. Blocking probabilities of ﬂow requests served by VNI using diﬀerent number of
alternative paths.

analyze the system performances in terms of request blocking probabilities. We
analyze the eﬀectiveness of the VNI control algorithm under the following conditions: (1) number of alternative paths established in VNI, and (2) balanced and
unbalanced load conditions. Notice, that results related to a single path, denoted
as 1 path, correspond to the strategy based on choosing only direct virtual links
between peering clouds, while other cases exploit multi-path routing capabilities
oﬀered by VNI.
Figure 7 presents exemplary results showing values of request blocking probabilities as a function of oﬀered load obtained for VNI using diﬀerent number
of alternative paths. Figure 7a corresponds to balanced load conditions where
each relation of source to destination is equally loaded in the network. Furthermore, Fig. 7b shows values of blocking probabilities for extremely unbalanced
load conditions, where ﬂows are established between a chosen single relation.
One can observe that using VNI instead of direct communication between peering clouds leads to signiﬁcant decreasing of blocking probabilities under wide
range of the oﬀered load up to the limit of the working point at blocking probability at the assumed level of 0.1. One can also observe that by using alternative
paths we signiﬁcantly increase carried traﬃc under the same blocking probability. Moreover, the gain from using alternative paths is mostly visible if we use
the ﬁrst alternative path. Increasing the number of alternative paths above four
or ﬁve practically yields no further improvement. The gain becomes especially
signiﬁcant under unbalanced load conditions.
3.3

Level 3: Service Provision

Motivation. While traditionally a cloud infrastructure is located within a datacenter, recently, there is a need for geographical distribution [17]. For instance,
cloud federation can combine the capabilities of multiple cloud oﬀerings in order
to satisfy the user’s response time or availability requirements. Lately, this need
for geo-distribution has led to a new evolution of decentralization. Most notably,
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the extension of cloud computing towards the edge of the enterprise network, is
generally referred to as fog or edge computing [18]. In fog computing, computation is performed at the edge of the network at the gateway devices, reducing
bandwidth requirements, latency, and the need for communicating data to the
servers. Second, mist computing pushes processing even further to the network
edge, involving the sensor and actuator devices [19].
Compared to a traditional cloud computing environment, a geo-distributed
cloud environment is less well-controlled and behaves in an ad-hoc manner.
Devices may leave and join the network, or may become unavailable due to
unpredictable failures or obstructions in the environment.
Additionally, while in a data-center heterogeneity is limited to multiple generations of servers being used, there is a large spread on capabilities within a
geo-distributed cloud environment. Memory and processing means range from
high (e.g. servers), over medium (e.g. cloudlets, gateways) to very low (e.g.
mobile devices, sensor nodes). While some communication links guarantee a
certain bandwidth (e.g. dedicated wired links), others provide a bandwidth with
a certain probability (e.g. a shared wired link), and others do not provide any
guarantees at all (wireless links).
Reliability is an important non-functional requirement, as it outlines how
a software systems realizes its functionality [20]. The unreliability of substrate
resources in a heterogeneous cloud environment, severely aﬀects the reliability
of the applications relying on those resources. Therefore, it is very challenging
to host reliable applications on top of unreliable infrastructure [21].
Moreover, traditional cloud management algorithms cannot be applied here,
as they generally consider powerful, always on servers, interconnected over wired
links. Many algorithms do not even take into account bandwidth limitations.
While such an omission can be justiﬁed by an appropriately over provisioned network bandwidth within a data-center, it is not warranted in the above described
geo-distributed cloud networks.
State of the Art. In this section, the state of the art with regard to the
Application Placement Problem (APP) in cloud environments is discussed. Early
work on application placement merely considers nodal resources, such as Central
Processing Unit (CPU) and memory capabilities. Deciding whether requests are
accepted and where those virtual resources are placed then reduces to a Multiple
Knapsack Problem (MKP) [22]. An MKP is known to be NP-hard and therefore
optimal algorithms are hampered by scalability issues. A large body of work has
been devoted to ﬁnding heuristic solutions [23–25].
When the application placement not only decides where computational entities are hosted, but also decides on how the communication between those
entities is routed in the Substrate Network (SN), then we speak of networkaware APP. Network-aware application placement is closely tied to Virtual
Network Embedding (VNE) [26]. An example of a network-aware approach is
the work from Moens et al. [27]. It employs a Service Oriented Architecture
(SOA), in which applications are constructed as a collection of communicating
services. This optimal approach performs node and link mapping simultaneously.
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In contrast, other works try to reduce computational complexity by performing
those tasks in distinct phases [28,29].
While the traditional VNE problem assumes that the SN network remains
operational at all times, the Survivable Virtual Network Embedding (SVNE)
problem does consider failures in the SN. For instance, Ajtai et al. try and
guarantee that a virtual network can still be embedded in a physical network,
after k network components fail. They provide a theoretical framework for faulttolerant graphs [30]. However, in this model, hardware failure can still result
in service outage as migrations may be required before normal operation can
continue.
Mihailescu et al. try to reduce network interference by placing Virtual
Machines (VMs) that communicate frequently, and do not have anti-collocation
constraints, on Physical Machines (PMs) located on the same racks [31]. Additionally, they uphold application availability when dealing with hardware failures by placing redundant VMs on separate server racks. A major shortcoming
is that the number of replicas to be placed, and the anti-collocation constraints
are user-deﬁned.
Csorba et al. propose a distributed algorithm to deploy replicas of VM images
onto PMs that reside in diﬀerent parts of the network [32]. The objective is to
construct balanced and dependable deployment conﬁgurations that are resilient.
Again, the number of replicas to be placed is assumed predeﬁned.
SiMPLE allocates additional bandwidth resources along multiple disjoint
paths in the SN [33]. This proactive approach assumes splittable ﬂow, i.e. the
bandwidth required for a Virtual Link (VL) can be realized by combining multiple parallel connections between the two end points. The goal of SiMPLE is
to minimize the total bandwidth that must be reserved, while still guaranteeing survivability against single link failures. However, an important drawback
is that while the required bandwidth decreases as the number of parallel paths
increases, the probability of more than one path failing goes up exponentially,
eﬀectively reducing the VL’s availability.
Chowdhury et al. propose Dedicated Protection for Virtual Network Embedding (DRONE) [34]. DRONE guarantees Virtual Network (VN) survivability
against single link or node failure, by creating two VNEs for each request. These
two VNEs cannot share any nodes and links.
Aforementioned SVNE approaches [30–34] lack an availability model. When
the infrastructure is homogeneous, it might suﬃce to say that each VN or VNE
need a predeﬁned number of replicas. However, in geo-distributed cloud environments the resulting availability will largely be determined by the exact placement
conﬁguration, as moving one service from an unreliable node to a more reliable
one can make all the diﬀerence. Therefore, geo-distributed cloud environments
require SVNE approaches which have a computational model for availability as
a function of SN failure distributions and placement conﬁguration.
The following cloud management algorithms have a model to calculate availability. Jayasinghe et al. model cloud infrastructure as a tree structure with arbitrary depth [35]. Physical hosts on which Virtual Machines (VMs) are hosted
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are the leaves of this tree, while the ancestors comprise regions and availability
zones. The nodes at bottom level are physical hosts where VMs are hosted. Wang
et al. were the ﬁrst to provide a mathematical model to estimate the resulting
availability from such a tree structure [36]. They calculate the availability of a
single VM as the probability that neither the leaf itself, nor any of its ancestors
fail. Their work focuses on handling workload variations by a combination of
vertical and horizontal scaling of VMs. Horizontal scaling launches or suspends
additional VMs, while vertical scaling alters VM dimensions. The total availability is then the probability that at least one of the VMs is available. While their
model suﬃces for traditional clouds, it is ill-suited for a geo-distributed cloud
environment as link failure and bandwidth limitations are disregarded.
In contrast, Yeow et al. deﬁne reliability as the probability that critical nodes
of a virtual infrastructure remain in operation over all possible failures [37]. They
propose an approach in which backup resources are pooled and shared across
multiple virtual infrastructures. Their algorithm ﬁrst determines the required
redundancy level and subsequently performs the actual placement. However,
decoupling those two operations is only possible when link failure can be omitted
and nodes are homogeneous.
Availability Model. In this section we introduce an availability model for geodistributed cloud networks, which considers any combination of node and link
failures, and supports both node and link replication. Then, building on this
model, we will study the problem of guaranteeing a minimum level of availability for applications. In the next section, we introduce an Integer Linear Program
(ILP) formulation of the problem. The ILP solver can ﬁnd optimal placement
conﬁgurations for small scale networks, its computation time quickly becomes
unmanageable when the substrate network dimensions increase. Subsequently
two heuristics are presented: (1) a distributed evolutionary algorithm employing
a pool-model, where execution of computational tasks and storage of the population database (DB) are separated (2) a fast centralized algorithm, based on
subgraph isomorphism detection. Finally, we evaluate the performance of the
proposed algorithms.
3.3.0.1 Application Requests. We consider a SOA, which is a way of structuring IT solutions that leverage resources distributed across the network [38]. In
a SOA, each application is described as its composition of services. Throughout this work, the collected composition of all requested applications will be
represented by the instance matrix (I).
Services have certain CPU (ω) and memory requirements (γ). Additionally,
bandwidth (β) is required by the VLs between any two services. A sub-modular
approach allows sharing of memory resources amongst services belonging to multiple applications.
3.3.0.2 Cloud Infrastructure. Consider a substrate network consisting of nodes
and links. Nodes have certain CPU (Ω) and memory capabilities (Γ ). Physical
links between nodes are characterized by a given bandwidth (B). Both links and
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Table 4. Overview of input variables to the Cloud Application Placement Problem
(CAPP).
Symbol Description
A

Set of requested applications

S

Set of services

ωs

CPU requirement of service s

γs

Memory requirement of service s

βs1 ,s2

Bandwidth requirement between services s1 and s2

Ia,s

Instantiation of service s by application a: 1 if instanced, else 0

N

Set of physical nodes comprising the substrate network

E

Set of physical links (edges) comprising the substrate network

Ωn

CPU capacity of node n

Γn

Memory capacity of node n

pN
n

Probability of failure of node n

Be

Bandwidth capacity of link e

pE
e

Probability of failure of link e

Ra

Required total availability of application a: lower bound on the
probability that at least one of the duplicates for a is available

δ

Maximum allowed number of duplicates

nodes have a known probability of failure, pN and pE respectively. Failures are
considered to be independent.
3.3.0.3 The VAR Protection Method. Availability not only depends on failure
in the SN, but also on how the application is placed. Non-redundant application
placement assigns each service and VL at most once, while its redundant counterpart can place those virtual resources more than once. The survivability method
presented in this work, referred to as VAR, guarantees a minimum availability by
application level replication, while minimizing the overhead imposed by allocation of those additional resources. VAR uses a static failure model, i.e. availability only depends on the current state of the network. Additionally, it is assumed
that upon failure, switching between multiple application instances takes place
without any delay. These separate application instances will be referred to as
duplicates. Immediate switchover yields a good approximation, when the duration of switchover is small compared to the uptime of individual components.
A small switchover time is feasible, given that each backup service is preloaded
in memory, and CPU and bandwidth resources have been preallocated. Furthermore, immediate switchover allows condensation of the exact failure dynamics
of each component, into its expected availability value, as long as the individual
components fail independently (a more limiting assumption).
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Fig. 8. Overview of this work: services {ω, γ, β}, composing applications {I}, are
placed on a substrate network where node {pN } and link failure {pE } is modeled.
By increasing the redundancy δ, a minimum availability R can be guaranteed.
Table 5. An overview of resource sharing amongst identical services and VLs.
Sharing of resources
CPU Memory Bandwidth
Within application

Yes

Yes

Yes

Amongst applications No

Yes

No

In the VAR model, an application is available if at least one of its duplicates
is on-line. A duplicate is on-line if none of the PMs and Physical Links (PLs),
that contribute its placement, fail. Duplicates of the same application can share
physical components. An advantage of this reuse is that a ﬁne-grained tradeoﬀ
can be made between increased availability, and decreased resource consumption.
An overview of resources’ reuse is shown in Table 5. In Fig. 9 three possible
placement conﬁgurations using two duplicates are shown for one application.
In Fig. 9a both duplicates are identical, and no redundancy is introduced. The
nodal resource consumption is minimal, as CPU and memory for s1 , s2 , and
s3 are provisioned only once. Additionally, the total bandwidth required for
(s1 , s2 ), and (s2 , s3 ) is only provisioned once. The bandwidth consumption of
this conﬁguration might not be minimal, if consolidation of two or three services
onto one PM is possible. This placement conﬁguration does not provide any
fault-tolerance, as failure of either n1 , n2 or n3 , or (n1 , n2 ), (n2 , n3 ) results in
downtime.
When more than one duplicate is placed and the resulting arrangements of
VLs and services diﬀer, then the placement is said to introduce redundancy.
However, this increased redundancy results in a higher resource consumption.
In Fig. 9b the application survives a singular failure of either (n4 , n2 ), (n2 , n3 ),
(n4 , n5 ), or (n5 , n3 ). The placement conﬁguration depicted in Fig. 9c survives all
singular failures in the SN, except for a failure of n1 .
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Fig. 9. Illustration of the VAR protection method.

Formal Problem Description. The algorithms presented in this work are
based on the optimisation model proposed in [39]. In this section we brieﬂy
describe the model but refer to [39] for a more elaborate discussion. Our model
consists of two main blocks: the cloud-environment and the set of applications.
To model the problem we deﬁne the following constraints. We refer to [39] for
the mathematical representation.
– The total amount of duplicates for each application is limited by δ.
– An application a is placed correctly if and only if at least one duplicate of a
is placed.
– A service is correctly placed if there is enough CPU and memory available in
all PMs.
– A service will only be placed on a PM if and only if it is used by at least one
duplicate.
– The total bandwidth of a PL cannot be higher than the aggregate bandwidth
of the VLs that use the PL.
– A VL can use a PL if and only if the PL has suﬃcient remaining bandwidth.
– An application is only placed if the availability of the application can be
guaranteed.
If a service is placed on the same PM, for multiple duplicates or for multiple
applications, or the same VL is placed on a PL, they can reuse resources (see
Table 5). Therefore, if service s is placed twice on PM n for the same application
then there is no need to allocate CPU and memory twice. Only if service s is
placed for a diﬀerent application additional CPU resources must be allocated.
The problem we solve is to maximise the number of accepted applications.
Results. For a description of the proposed heuristics, and an extensive performance analysis, featuring multiple application types, SN types and scalability
study we refer the interested reader to [40].
In reliable cloud environments (or equivalently, under low availability requirements) it is often acceptable to place each VN only once, and not bother about
availability [27]. However, when the frequency of failures is higher (or if availability requirements increase), then one of the following measures should be
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taken. First, one can improve the availability by placing additional backups,
which fail independently of one another. However, this approach works best in
homogeneous cloud environments, where one can use the same number of backup
VN embeddings, regardless of the exact placement conﬁguration. In heterogeneous environments a ﬁxed redundancy level for each application either results
in wasted SN resources, or a reduced placement ratio. In the context of cloud
federation, the reliability of the links interconnecting the diﬀerent cloud entities can be highly heterogeneous (leased lines, or best-eﬀort public internet).
Therefore, to further improve revenue, cloud federation should take these failure
characteristics into consideration, and estimate the required replication level.
3.4

Level 2: Service Composition and Orchestration

Service composition and orchestration have become the predominant paradigms
that enable businesses to combine and integrate services oﬀered by third parties. For the commercial viability of composite services, it is crucial that they are
oﬀered at sharp price-quality ratios. A complicating factor is that many attractive third-party services often show highly variable service quality. This raises
the need for mechanisms that promptly adapt the composition to changes in the
quality delivered by third party services. In this section, we discuss a real-time
QoS control mechanism that dynamically optimizes service composition in real
time by learning and adapting to changes in third party service response time
behaviors. Our approach combines the power of learning and adaptation with
the power of dynamic programming. The results show that real-time service recompositions lead to dramatic savings of cost, while meeting the service quality
requirements of the end-users.
3.4.1 Background and Motivation
In the competitive market of information and communication services, it is crucial for service providers to be able to oﬀer services at competitive price/quality
ratios. Succeeding to do so will attract customers and generate business, while
failing to do so will inevitably lead to customer dissatisfaction, churn and loss of
business. A complicating factor in controlling quality-of-service (QoS) in service
oriented architectures is that the ownership of the services in the composition
(sub-services) is decentralized: a composite service makes use of sub-services
oﬀered by third parties, each with their own business incentives. As a consequence, the QoS experienced by the (paying) end user of a composite service
depends heavily on the QoS levels realized by the individual sub-services running on diﬀerent underlying platforms with diﬀerent performance characteristics:
a badly performing sub-service may strongly degrade the end-to-end QoS of a
composite service. In practice, service providers tend to outsource responsibilities by negotiating Service Level Agreements (SLAs) with third parties. However, negotiating multiple SLAs in itself is not suﬃcient to guarantee end-to-end
QoS levels as SLAs in practice often give probabilistic QoS guarantees and SLA
violations can still occur. Moreover probabilistic QoS guarantees do not necessarily capture time-dependent behavior e.g. short term service degradations.
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Therefore, the negotiation of SLAs needs to be supplemented with run-time
QoS-control capabilities that give providers of composite services the capability
to properly respond to short-term QoS degradations (real-time composite service adaptation). Motivated by this, in this section we propose an approach that
adapts to (temporary) third party QoS degradations by tracking the response
time behavior of these third party services.
3.4.2 Literature and Related Work
The problem of QoS–aware optimal composition and orchestration of composite
services has been well–studied (see e.g. [41,42]). The main problem addressed in
these papers is how to select one concrete service per abstract service for a given
workﬂow, in such a way that the QoS of the composite service (as expressed by
the respective SLA) is guaranteed, while optimizing some cost function. Once
established, this composition would remain unchanged the entire life–cycle of
the composite web service. In reality, SLA violations occur relatively often, leading to providers’ losses and customer dissatisfaction. To overcome this issue,
it is suggested in [43–45] that, based on observations of the actually realised
performance, re–composition of the service may be triggered. During the re–
composition phase, new concrete service(s) may be chosen for the given workﬂow. Once re–composition phase is over, the (new) composition is used as long as
there are no further SLA violations. In particular, the authors of [43–45] describe
when to trigger such (re–composition) event, and which adaptation actions may
be used to improve overall performance.
A number of solutions have been proposed for the problem of dynamic, run–
time QoS–aware service selection and composition within SOA [46–49]. These
(proactive) solutions aim to adapt the service composition dynamically at run–
time. However, these papers do not consider the stochastic nature of response
time, but its expected value. Or they do not consider the cost structure, revenue
and penalty model as given in this paper.
In the next section, we extend the approach presented in [48] such that we
can learn an exploit response-time distributions on the ﬂy. The use of classical
reinforcement-learning techniques would be a straight forward approach. However, our model has a special structure that complicates the use of the classical
Temporal Diﬀerence learning (TD) learning approaches. The solution of our DP
formulation searches the stochastic shortest path in a stochastic activity network [50]. This DP can be characterized as a hierarchical DP [51,52]. Therefore
classical Reinforcement Learning (RL) is not suitable and hierarchical RL has to
be applied [52]. Also changes in response-time behavior are likely to occur which
complicates the problem even more. Both the problem structure and volatility
are challenging areas of research in RL. Typically RL techniques solve complex
learning and optimization problems by using a simulator. This involves a Q value
that assigns utility to state–action combinations. Most algorithms run oﬀ-line
as a simulator is used for optimization. RL has also been widely used in on–line
applications. In such applications, information becomes available gradually with
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time. Most RL approaches are based on environments that do not vary over
time. We refer to [51] for a good survey on reinforcement learning techniques.
In our approach we tackle both the hierarchical structure, and time varying behavior challenges. To this end we are using empirical distributions and
updating the lookup table if signiﬁcant changes occur. As we are considering a
sequence of tasks, the number of possible response time realizations combinations explodes. By discretizing the empirical distribution over ﬁxed intervals we
overcome this issue.
3.4.3 Composition and Orchestration Model
We consider a composite service that comprises a sequential workﬂow consisting
of N tasks identiﬁed by T1 , . . . , TN . The tasks are executed one–by–one in the
sense that each consecutive task has to wait for the previous task to ﬁnish. Our
solution is applicable to any workﬂow that could be aggregated and mapped
into a sequential one. Basic rules for aggregation of non–sequential workﬂows
into sequential workﬂows have been illustrated in, e.g. [48,50,53]. However, the
aggregation leads to coarser control, since decisions could not be taken for a
single service within the aggregated workﬂow, but rather for the aggregated
workﬂow patterns themselves.
The workﬂow is based on an unambiguous functionality description of a service (“abstract service”), and several functionally identical alternatives (“concrete services”) may exist that match such a description [54]. Each task has an
abstract service description or interface which can be implemented by external
service providers.
The workﬂow in Fig. 10 consists of four abstract tasks, and each task maps
to three concrete services (alternatives), which are deployed by (independent)
third–party service providers. For each task Ti there are Mi concrete service
providers CS(i,1) , . . . , CS(i,Mi ) available that implement the functionality corresponding to task Ti . For each request processed by CS(i,j) cost c(i,j) has to be
paid. Furthermore there is an end–to–end response-time deadline δp . If a request
is processed within δp a reward of R is received. However, for all requests that
are not processed within δp a penalty V had to be paid. After the execution of
a single task within the workﬂow, the orchestrator decides on the next concrete
service to be executed, and composite service provider pays to the third party
provider per single invocation. The decision points for given tasks are illustrated
at Fig. 10 by A, B, C and D. The decision taken is based on (1) execution costs,
and (2) the remaining time to meet the end–to–end deadline. The response time
of each concrete service provider CS(i,j) is represented by the random variable
D(i,j) . After each decision the observed response time is used for updating the
response time distribution information of the selected service. Upon each lookup
table update the corresponding distribution information is stored as reference
distribution. After each response the reference distribution is compared against
the current up-to date response time distribution information.
In our approach response-time realizations are used for learning an updating
the response-time distributions. The currently known response-time distribution
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Fig. 10. Orchestrated composite web service depicted by a sequential workﬂow.
Dynamic run–time service composition is based on a lookup table. Decisions are
taken at points A–D. For every used concrete service the response-time distribution is
updated with the new realization. In this example a signiﬁcant change is detected. As
a result for the next request concrete service 2 is selected at task 1.

is compared against the response-time distribution that was used for the last
policy update. Using well known statistical tests we are able to identify if an
signiﬁcant change occurred and the policy has to be recalculated. Our approach is
based on fully dynamic, run–time service selection and composition, taking into
account the response–time commitments from service providers and information
from response-time realizations. The main goal of this run–time service selection
and composition is proﬁt maximization for the composite service provider and
ability to adapt to changes in response-time behavior of third party services.
By tracking response times the actual response-time behavior can be captured in empirical distributions. In [48] we apply a dynamic programming (DP)
approach in order to derive a service-selection policy based on response-time realizations. With this approach it is assumed that the response-time distributions
are known or derived from historical data. This results in a so called lookup table
which determines what third party alternative should be used based on actual
response-time realizations.
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3.4.4 Real Time QoS Control
In this section we explain our real-time QoS control approach. The main goal
of this approach is proﬁt maximization for the composite service provider, and
ability to adapt to changes in response-time behavior of third party services. We
realize this by monitoring/tracking the observed response-time realizations. The
currently known empirical response-time distribution is compared against the
response-time distribution that was used for the last policy update. Using well
known statistical tests we are able to identify if an signiﬁcant change occurred
and the policy has to be recalculated. Our approach is based on fully dynamic,
run–time service selection and composition, taking into account the response–
time commitments from service providers and information from response-time
realizations. We illustrate our approach using Fig. 11. The execution starts with
an initial lookup table at step (1). This could be derived from initial measurements on the system. After each execution of a request in step (2) the empirical
distribution is updated at step (3). A DP based lookup table could leave out
unattractive concrete service providers. In that case we do not receive any information about these providers. These could become attractive if the response-time
behavior changes. Therefore in step (4), if a provider is not visited for a certain
time, a probe request will be sent at step (5b) and the corresponding empirical
distribution will be updated at step (6a). After each calculation of the lookup
table, the current set of empirical distributions will be stored. These are the
empirical distributions that were used in the lookup table calculation and form
a reference response-time distribution. Calculating the lookup table for every
new sample is expensive and undesired. Therefore we propose a strategy where
the lookup table will be updated if a signiﬁcant change in one of the services
is detected. For this purpose the reference distribution is used for detection of
response-time distribution changes. In step (5a) and step (6a) the reference distribution and current distribution are retrieved and a statistical test is applied
for detecting change in the response-time distribution. If no change is detected
then the lookup table remains unchanged. Otherwise the lookup table is updated
using the DP. After a probe update in step (5b) and step (6b) we immediately
proceed to updating the lookup table as probes are sent less frequently. In step
(7) and step (8) the lookup table is updated with the current empirical distributions and these distributions are stored as new reference distribution. By using
empirical distributions we are directly able to learn and adapt to (temporarily)
changes in behavior of third party services.
Using a lookup table based on empirical distributions could result in the situation that certain alternatives are never invoked. When other alternatives break
down this alternative could become attractive. In order to deal with this issue
we use probes. A probe is a dummy request that will provide new information
about the response time for that alternative. As we only receive updates from
alternatives which are selected by the dynamic program, we have to keep track
of how long ago a certain alternative has been used. For this purpose to each
concrete service provider a probe timer U (i,j) is assigned with corresponding
(i,j)
(i,j)
(i,j)
probe time–out tp . If a provider is not visited in tp requests (U (i,j) > tp )
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Fig. 11. Real-time QoS control approach.

then the probe timer has expired and a probe will be collected incurring probe
(k,j)
cost cp . If for example, in Fig. 10, the second alternative of the third task has
not been used in the last ten requests, the probe timer for alternative two has
value U (3,2) = 10. After a probe we immediately update the corresponding distribution. No test is applied here as probes are collected less frequent compared
to processed requests.
In order to evaluate the proposed QoS control methods we have performed
extensive evaluation testing in an experimental setting. The results show that
real-time service re-compositions indeed lead to dramatics savings in cost, while
still meeting QoS requirements of the end users. The reader is referred to [55]
for the details.
3.5

Level 1: Resource Management in Virtualized Infrastructure

Level 1 deals with the dependencies of diﬀerent physical resources, such as Central Processing Unit (CPU) time, Random Access Memory (RAM), disk I/O,
and network access, and their eﬀect on the performance that users perceive.
These dependencies can be described by functions that map resource combinations, i.e. resource vectors, to scalars that describe the performance that is
achieved with these resources. Therefore, such utility functions describe how the
combination of diﬀerent resources inﬂuences the performance users perceive [56].
Accordingly, utility functions (a) indicate in which ratios resources have to be
allocated, in order to maximize user satisfaction and eﬃciency, (b) are determined by technical factors, and (c) are investigated in this section.
3.5.1 Methodology
In order to get an idea about the nature of utility functions that VMs have during
runtime, dependencies between physical resources, when utilized by VMs, and
eﬀects on VM performance are investigated as follows. Diﬀerent workloads are
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executed on a VM with a changing number of Virtual CPUs (VCPU) and Virtual
RAM (VRAM) (this inﬂuences how many physical resources the VM can access)
and varying load levels of the host system (this simulates contention among VMs
and also inﬂuences how many physical resources the VM can access).
A machine with a 2.5 Gigahertz (GHz) AMD Opteron 6180 SE processor
with 24 cores and 6 and 10 MB of level 2 and 3 cache, respectively, and 64 GB
of ECC DDR3 RAM with 1333 Mhz is used as host system. VM and host have
a x86-64 architecture and run Ubuntu 14.04.2 LTS, Trusty Tahr, which was the
latest Ubuntu release, when the experiments were conducted.
3.5.1.1 Measurement Method. Resource consumption of VMs is measured by
monitoring the VM’s (qemu [57]) process. In particular, the VM’s CPU time and
permanent storage I/O utilization is measured with psutil (a python system and
process utilities library) and the VM’s RAM utilization by the VM’s proportional
set size, which is determined with the tool smem [58].
3.5.1.2 Workloads. Workloads are simulated by the following benchmarks of the
Phoronix test suite [59].
Apache. This workload measures how many requests the Apache server can
sustain concurrently.
Aio-stress. This benchmark assesses the speed of permanent storage I/O (hard
disk or solid state drive). In a virtualized environment permanent storage
can be cached in the host system’s RAM. Therefore, this test not necessarily
results in access to the host system’s permanent storage.
7zip. This benchmark uses 7zip’s integrated benchmark feature to measure the
system’s compression speed.
PyBench. This benchmark measures the execution time of Python functions
such as BuiltinFunctionCalls and NestedForLoops. Contrary to all other
benchmarks, here a lower score is better.
3.5.2 Results
This section presents selected results from [60] that were achieved with the setup
described above.
3.5.2.1 RAM. Figure 12 shows the scores a VM achieves on the Apache and
PyBench benchmark and the RAM it utilizes depending on the VRAM. For
each VRAM conﬁguration 10 measurements are conducted.
Figure 12a shows that when the VM executes Apache, it never utilizes more
than 390 MB of RAM. In particular, for a VM with 100 to 350 MB of VRAM
the amount of RAM that is maximally utilized continuously increases but does
not further increase, when more than 350 MB of VRAM are added. Therefore,
Fig. 12a shows that a VM with less than 350 MB of VRAM utilizes all RAM
that is available, which seems to imply, that this amount of RAM is critical for
performance. However, Fig. 12a also depicts that the Apache score only increases
for up to 250 MB of VRAM and that this increase is marginal compared to the
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Fig. 12. Benchmark scores and RAM utilization depending on a VM’s VRAM

increase of RAM that is utilized. Therefore, the dependency between VRAM and
utilized RAM is much stronger than the dependency between VRAM/utilized
RAM and Apache score. In particular, while the RAM utilization more than
doubles, the Apache scores vary by less than 10%. This is particularly interesting,
because this conﬁguration range includes 100 MB of VRAM which constrains the
VM’s RAM utilization to less than half of what the VM alone (without executing
any workload) would utilize.
Figure 12b shows that when the VM executes PyBench, the VM process
utilizes 270 MB of RAM at most. Although the VM is constraint in its RAM
utilization, when it has less than 250 MB of VRAM, there is no correlation
between the achieved PyBench score and the VM’s VRAM, as the PyBench
score does not increase.
Therefore, Fig. 12 shows that RAM, which is actively utilized by a VM (be it
on startup or when executing an application), not necessarily impacts the VM’s
performance. In particular, even if the RAM utilized by a VM varies from 100 MB
to 350 MB, the VM’s Apache score, i.e., its ability to sustain concurrent server
requests, only changed by 10%. For PyBench the score was entirely independent
of the available RAM. This is particularly interesting, because not even a VM
with 100 MB of VRAM showed decreased performance, while this is the minimum
amount of RAM that avoids a kernel panic and even a VM that not executes
any workload utilizes more, if possible.
3.5.2.2 VCPUs and Maximal RAM Utilization. The 7zip benchmark reveals an
interesting dependency of VCPUs and RAM utilization (cf. Fig. 13). As Fig. 13a
shows, for one to three VCPUs a VM executing the 7zip benchmark utilizes
1 GB of RAM and for every two additional cores the RAM utilization increases
by 400 MB (the VM had 9 GB of VRAM).
The distinct pattern in which RAM is utilized gives reason to believe, that
it is essential for performance. Therefore, Fig. 13b compares the 7zip scores
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achieved by VMs with 1 and 9 GB of VRAM. As Fig. 13a shows, the more VCPUs
a VM has, the more it will be constrained by only having 1 GB of VRAM, while
9 GB of VRAM not even constrain a VM with 24 VCPUs. In line with this
observation, Fig. 13b shows that the diﬀerence between the 7zip scores achieved
by VMs with 1 and 9 GB of VRAM grows with the number of VCPUs. However,
the score diﬀerence is rather moderate compared to the large diﬀerence in terms
of RAM utilization. In particular, a VM with 24 VCPUs utilizes more than 5 GB
of RAM, if available. This is ﬁve times as much, as a VM with 1 GB of VRAM
utilizes. However, the 7zip scores achieved by these VMs only diﬀer by 15%.

Fig. 13. RAM utilization and performance, depending on the number of VCPUs and
amount of VRAM, of a VM executing the 7zip benchmark

3.5.2.3 Multi Core Penalty. Figure 14a plots the Apache scores achieved by a VM
with 1 to 9 VCPUs, whereat 16 measurements per conﬁguration were conducted.
The ﬁgure shows that the best performance is achieved, when the VM has three
or four VCPUs, while additional VCPUs linearly decrease the Apache score. As
the ﬁgure depicts, up to three VCPUs signiﬁcantly increase performance and four
VCPUs perform equally well. However, adding additional VCPUs continuously
decreases performance. This eﬀect, which is termed multi-core-penalty occurred,
independent of whether VCPUs were pinned to physical CPUs. Figure 14a also
demonstrates that, while three VCPUs perform best for an unstressed host, two
VCPUs perform best, when the host is stressed. Furthermore, the multi-corepenalty does not occur, when the benchmark is executed natively, i.e., directly
on the host and not inside a VM. This shows that the it is caused by the virtualization layer. Despite the decrease of the Apache score with the number of
VCPUs, the VM’s utilization of CPU time increases with the number of VCPUs.
For example, for the Apache benchmark it was found that for 9 VCPUs the
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utilized CPU time is roughly twice as high as the CPU time utilized by one to
three VCPUs (although the Apache score was signiﬁcantly lower for 9 VCPUs).

Fig. 14. Two example of the multi-core-penalty

Figure 14b shows that the multi-core penalty also occurs for the aio-stress
benchmark, where a VM with one VCPU constantly achieves a higher aio-stress
score than any VM with more VCPUs. In particular, the aio-stress score of a
VM with only one VCPU is on average a 30% higher than the aio-stress score of
VMs with more VCPUs. However, unlike the Apache benchmark, the aio-stress
score does not decrease with the number of VCPUs.
3.5.3 New Findings
Most work on data center resource allocation assumes that resources such as
CPU and RAM are required in static or at least well deﬁned ratios and that
the resulting performance is clearly deﬁned. The results of this section do not
conﬁrm these idealistic assumptions.
Section 3.5.2 did not ﬁnd any signiﬁcant eﬀect of a VRAM on VM performance. Notably, even for workloads that seem to be RAM critical, as they utilize
RAM in distinct patterns, or workloads running on VMs with just enough VRAM
to avoid a kernel panic during boot, no signiﬁcant eﬀect was found. Even if a lack
of RAM impedes performance, the impediment is minor compared to the amount
of RAM that is missing (cf. Sect. 3.5.2). In contrast, a lack of RAM bandwidth
signiﬁcantly eﬀects performance [61] but is rarely considered, when investigating data center fairness. Section 3.5.2 showed that the amount of RAM that is
utilized by a VM may depend on the number of VCPUs. Section 3.5.2 presents
the most counter-intuitive ﬁnding, which is that, when multi-core benchmarks
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are executed inside a VM, the performance often decreases, when more VCPUs
are added to the VM.
This section showed that it is a complex task to determine a class of utility
functions that properly models the allocation of a node’s PRs to VMs. However,
a realistic class of utility functions would greatly aid cloud resource allocation,
as it would allow to theoretically determine allocations that are practically more
eﬃcient. Therefore, positive results on this topic would also greatly aid the performance of cloud federations, as it would also allow to execute tasks in the
cloud of a federation, that performs best for this task. Nonetheless, no work
exists on this topic. This lack of work is caused by the topic’s complexity. For
example, resource dependencies vary over time, and depend on the workload
that is executed inside a VM and the host’s architecture. Also, the performance
of a VM is determined by a combination of resources as diverse as CPU time,
RAM, disk I/O, network access, CPU cache capacity, and memory bandwidth,
where substitutabilities may or may not apply.

4
4.1

Cloud Federation for IoT
State-of-the-Art in IoT Cloud Research

The integration of IoT and clouds has been envisioned by Botta et al. [62] by
summarizing their main properties, features, underlying technologies, and open
issues. A solution for merging IoT and clouds is proposed by Nastic et al. [63].
They argued that system designers and operations managers faced numerous
challenges to realize IoT cloud systems in practice, due to the complexity and
diversity of their requirements in terms of IoT resources consumption, customization and runtime governance. They also proposed a novel approach for IoT cloud
integration that encapsulated ﬁne-grained IoT resources and capabilities in welldeﬁned APIs in order to provide a uniﬁed view on accessing, conﬁguring and
operating IoT cloud systems, and demonstrated their framework for managing
electric ﬂeet vehicles.
Atzori et al. [64,65] examined IoT systems in a survey. They identiﬁed many
application scenarios, and classiﬁed them into ﬁve application domains: transportation and logistics, healthcare, smart environments (home, oﬃce, plant),
personal, social and futuristic domains. They described these domains in detail,
and deﬁned open issues and challenges for all of them. Concerning privacy, they
stated that much sensitive information about a person can be collected without
their awareness, and its control is impossible with current techniques.
Escribano [66] discussed the ﬁrst opinion [67] of the Article 29 Data Protection Working Party (WP29) on IoT. According to these reports four categories can be diﬀerentiated: the ﬁrst one is wearable computing, which means
the application of everyday objects and clothes, such as watches and glasses, in
which sensors were included to extend their functionalities. The second category
is called the ‘quantiﬁed self things’, where things can also be carried by individuals to record information about themselves. With such things we can examine
physical activities, track movements, and measure weight, pulse or other health
indicators. The third one is home automation, which covers applications using
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devices placed in oﬃces or homes such as connected light bulbs, thermostats,
or smoke alarms that can be controlled remotely over the Internet. They also
mention smart cities as the fourth category, but they do not deﬁne them explicitly. They argue that sharing and combining data through clouds will increase
locations and jurisdictions, where personal data resides. Therefore it is crucial to
identify and realize which stakeholder is responsible for data protection. WP29
named many challenges concerning privacy and data protection, like lack of user
control, intrusive user proﬁling and communication and infrastructure related
security risks.
IoT application areas and scenarios have already been categorized, such as
by Want et al. [68], who set up three categories: Composable systems, which
are ad-hoc systems that can be built from a variety of nearby things by making
connections among these possibly diﬀerent kinds of devices. Since these devices
can discover each other over local wireless connections, they can be combined
to provide higher-level capabilities. Smart cities providing modern utilities could
be managed more eﬃciently with IoT technologies. As an example traﬃc-light
systems can be made capable of sensing the location and density of cars in the
area, and optimizing red and green lights to oﬀer the best possible service for
drivers and pedestrians. Finally, resource conservation scenarios, where major
improvements can be made in the monitoring and optimization of resources
such as electricity and water.
4.2

MobIoTSim for Simulating IoT Devices

Cloud Federation can help IoT systems by providing more ﬂexibility and scalability. Higher level decisions can be made on where to place a gateway service to
receive IoT device messages, e.g. in order to optimize resource usage costs and
energy utilization. Such complex IoT cloud systems can hardly be investigated
in real world, therefore we need to turn to simulations.
The main purpose of MobIoTSim [69], our proposed mobile IoT device simulator, is to help cloud application developers to learn IoT device handling without
buying real sensors, and to test and demonstrate IoT applications utilizing multiple devices. The structure of the application lets users create IoT environment
simulations in a fast and eﬃcient way that allows for customization.
MobIoTSim can simulate one or more IoT devices, and it is implemented
as a mobile application for the Android platform. Sensor data generation of
the simulated devices are random generated values in the range given by the
user, or replayed data from trace ﬁles. The data sending frequency can also be
speciﬁed for every device. The application uses the MQTT protocol to send data
with the use of the Eclipse Paho opensource library. The data is represented in
a structured JSON object compatible with the IBM IoT Foundation message
format [70].
The basic usage of the simulator is to (i) connect to a cloud gateway, where
the data is to be sent, (ii) create and conﬁgure the devices to be simulated
and (iii) start the (data generation of the) required devices. These main steps
are represented by three main parts of the application: the Cloud settings, the
Devices and the Device settings screens. In the Cloud settings screen, the user
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can set the required information about the targeted cloud, where the data will be
received and processed. Currently there are two types of clouds supported: IBM
Bluemix and MS Azure. For the IBM cloud we have two options: the Bluemix
quickstart and the standard Bluemix IoT service. The Bluemix quickstart is a
public demo application, it can visualise the data from a selected device. For
a fast and easy setup (i.e. to try out the simulator) this type is recommended.
The standard Bluemix IoT service type can be used if the user has a registered
account for the Bluemix platform, and already created an IoT service. This IoT
service can be used to handle devices, which have been registered before. The
main part of the IoT service is an MQTT broker, this is the destination of the
device messages, and it forwards them to the cloud applications. Such cloud
applications can process the data, react to it or just perform some visualisation.
The required conﬁguration parameters for the standard Bluemix IoT service in
MobIoTSim are: the Organization ID, which is the identiﬁer of the IoT service
of the user in Bluemix, and an authentication key, so that the user does not
have to register the devices on the Bluemix web interface, and the command
and event IDs, which are customizable parts of the used MQTT topics to send
messages from the devices to the cloud and vice versa. MobIoTSim can register
the created devices with these parameters automatically, by using the REST
interface of Bluemix.
The Devices screen lists the created devices, where every row is a device or
a device group. These devices can be started and stopped by the user at will,
both together or separately for the selected ones. Some devices have the ability
to display warnings and notiﬁcations sent back by a gateway. In this screen we
can also create new devices or device groups. There are some pre-deﬁned device
templates, which can be selected for creation. These device templates help to
create often used devices, such as a temperature sensor, humidity sensor or a
thermostat. If the user selects a template for the base of the device, the message
content and frequency will be set to some predeﬁned values. The Thermostat
template has a temperature parameter, it turns on by reaching a pre-deﬁned
low-level value and turns oﬀ at the high-level value. The On/Oﬀ state of the
device is displayed all the time. It is possible to select the Custom template to
conﬁgure a device in detail.
The new device creation and the editing of an existing one are made in the
Device settings screen. The user can add more parameters to a device and can
customize it with its own range. The range will be used to generate random
values for the parameters. A device group is a group of devices with the same
base template and they can be started and stopped together. If a device wants
to send data to the Bluemix IoT service, it has to be registered beforehand. The
registered devices have device IDs and tokens for authentication. The MobIoTSim application handles the device registration in the cloud with REST calls,
so the user does not have to register the devices manually on the graphical web
interface. There is an option to save the devices to a ﬁle and load them back to
the application later. The device type attribute can be used to group devices.
The simulation itself can also be saved, so the randomly generated data can be
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replayed later many times. Even trace ﬁles from real world applications can be
played from other sources, i.e. saved samples from the OpenWeatherMap public
weather data provider [71]. The OpenWeatherMap monitors many cities and
stores many parameters for them, including temperature, humidity, air pressure
and wind speed. Using this trace loader feature, the simulation becomes closer
to a real life scenario. In some cases, the user may want to send data to not just
one but more cloud gateways at the same time. This is also possible by changing
the organization ID attribute of a device to one of the already saved ones in the
cloud settings.
We modiﬁed the Bluemix visualisation application to create a new private
gateway to handle more than one device at the same time. In this way we can see
the data from all devices in a real time chart. The node.js application subscribes
to all device topics with the MQTT protocol, and waits for the data. In this
revised gateway we use paging to overcome device management limitations (25
devices at a time). In order to enhance and better visualize many device data at
the same time, we introduced device grouping for the chart generation.
To summarize, MobIoTSim together with the proposed gateways provide
a novel solution to enable the simulation and experimentation of IoT cloud
systems. Our future work will address extensions for additional thing and sensor
templates, and will provide cases for scalability investigations involving multiple
cloud gateways.

5

Summary

In this chapter we have reported activities of the COST IC1304 ACROSS European Project corresponding to traﬃc management for Cloud Federation. In
particular, we have provided survey of discussed CF architectures and corresponding standardization activities, we have proposed comprehensive multi-level
model for traﬃc management for CF together with proposed solutions for each
level. The eﬀectiveness of these solutions were veriﬁed by simulation and analytical methods. The proposed levels are: Level 5 - Strategies for building CF,
Level 4 - Network for CF, Level 3 - Service speciﬁcation and provision, Level 2 Service composition and orchestration, Level 1 - Task service in cloud resources.
Finally, we have presented specialized simulator for testing CF solution in IoT
environment.
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